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Let G&J, q) denote the class of all smmle Spolytopes (or, equivalc;ntly, 
3-connected 3-valent planar graphs) with only two types of face, p-gons and 
q-gons. For any graph G, let u(G) denote the number of vertices and h(G) the 
length of a maximum cycle. Non-Hamiltonian members of G,(S, q) are known for 
all q 2 8. Apart from the case q -= 10 (see [33, these graphs are due to J. Zaks (see 
[5,6,7]). We prove two theorems concerning the case q := 7. 
Theorem I.. G3(5, 7) contains a nor&-Hamikonian member H with only 248 
vertices. 
Theorem 2. The shortness coefficient (see [2.]\ of G+:5., 7) is less than 1. 
The well-known Tutte “triangle” 143 (see Fi,. ~3 1) is such that the edge rz lies on 
every spanning path through it (that is, with neither end vertex in it). Following 
Bosak [1 J we call any edge with this property an a-edge. We denott? the Tutte 
triangle by T and represent it by a labelled circle as shown. The numbers indicate 
how many vertices a subgraph of type T contributes to the three faces adjoining it 
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Fig. I. Tutte Triangle T. 
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in a graph. 
joined into 
Next, let 
The “dangling” edge:_;# do not belong to 7’ but show how it is to be 
a graph. 
U denote the type of subgraph shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Subgraph of type U. 
mma. The edge laSelled a in! Fig. 2 is an a-ea’ge. 
roof. Let P be anv :;panning path through U. Suppose that, if possible, the edge 
a is not in P. Then 6, c are in Y and d, e are in P. Since 6, e are in P, f is not in P 
and so g, h are in P. But i is also in B since it is the c-edge associated with T. As 
P n T, together with the edges g, h and i, forms a cycle, this contradicts the 
definition of P as a path. The lemma follows. 
Ee: H’ be the graph obtained from the graph of the cube by substituting; copies 
of Il for three of its vertices, as shown in Fig. 3. As in the case of Tutte’s graph 
[4], the three cl -edges of H’ are all incident at one vertex (marked G) and so no 
cycle in EI’ can contain them ail. Hence Id’ is non-Harniltonian. The graph H’ 
ColiikiS SiS 4 -gons (in the Tutte triangles) besides 5-gons and 7-gons. 
Let V and W denote the two types of subgraph shown in Figs. 4 and 5. By 
replacing two vertices of each Tutte triangle in H’ by copies of V, as shown in Fig. 
6, we obtain a graph Ii of the class G3(5, 7). Moreover, )a” is non-Hamiltonian 
because a spanning cycle in H would become a spanning cycle in H’ if the copies 
Non - Hamiltoninn siwyle 3-pd ytopes 
Fig. 4. Subgraph of type “4’. 
,cx i 3 = W 
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Fig. 5. Subgraph of type V. 
of V in it were contracted to single vertices. Finally, 
u(H) = u(H’)+6(u(V)- 1) = 248 
and this completes the proof of Theorem 1. It is easy to SE that h(H) = 247. 
To prove Theorem Z! we require an infinite sequence of non-Hamiltoniail 
members of G&j, 7). Let H1 be the graph obtained from 
the Tutte triangles as shown in Fig. 6 and the third as 
H1 E G-&5,7), u(H,j = 260 and If1 is non-Hamiltonian. 
H’ by modifying two CJf 
shown in Fig. 7. Then 
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Fig. 7. 
Let W,, be OF-E of the two copies of W in HI and let k;, be the copy of V 
conlainecf in Wo. Define X to be the subgraph of HI obtained by deleting all the 
vertices of V(.. The faces adjoining V. have 5,7. 7 vertices, of which 3,4,3 
(respcctivel~) Lre due to V. itself (see Fig. 5). Thus .Y supplies 2,3 and 4 vertices 
IU the: three faces ,adjoining it when it is used in a graph. These numbers are the 
same as for W. so G3,(5, 7) is closed under replacement of copies of W by copies 
of X, similarly oriented. Note that u(X) = 229 and that X contains one copy of W. 
Sine:: H’ is nori-Hamiltonian, every path through X omits at ieast one vertex (or a 
whole copy of V or W). 
For n 3 1, define If,, + l to be the gqh obtained from .!-& by replacing the copy 
of W within tile subgraph of type 4 by a new cop;~ of X, similarly oriented. By 
induction. for Al n 3 1, H,, E: G&7), II, contains exactly‘ one copy of X, u(M.,) = 
192n -t-68 and a maximum cycle in H, omits !I vertices, that is h&I,) = 131tz+ 65. 
It Mows that p(G,(5,7))~ 191/132< 1 and this comp!etes the proof. 
In conclusic:n, the author whishes to thank J. Zaks for access to some of his 
unpublished results. 
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